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science of consciousness the evolution of consciousness god and how alice met the quantum as science has steadily 
undermined the long held beliefs of religion almost all that remains for people of faith is to say that god is and will 
forever be a mystery From Science to God: A Physicist's Journey into the Mystery of Consciousness: 

3 of 3 review helpful A TOWERING ACHIEVEMENT IN MODERN INTELLECTUAL CONCEPTUALISATION 
By Robert Steven Thomas This is an excellent and one of the most helpfully current discussions you will come across 
on the subject of consciousness from a modern scientist perspective Having read dozens of books on this subject by 
many other authors over the last decade I can honestly say from my personal perspective Dr Russell s boo Peter 
Russell went from being a strict atheist and scientist to discovering a profound personal synthesis of the mystical and 
the scientific That transition is the basis of this book In From Science to God he blends physics psychology and 
philosophy to reach a new worldview in which consciousness is a fundamental quality of creation Russell shows how 
all the ingredients for this worldview are in place it remains only to put the pieces together and explore the From 
Publishers Weekly Russell a scientist at heart seems somewhat oversold as a physicist although his undergraduate 
work at Cambridge brought him into Steven Hawking s office on occasion But his curiosity about the mystery of 
consciousness is real enough 
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